Luxury Bathroom
Surfaces
Bathrooms that leave
a lasting impression
Victoria Mill
Bradford Road
Bolton BL3 2HF
Telephone: 01204 380 780
Email: sales@versital.co.uk

Versital offer a range of design led
high quality surfaces that will take
your bathroom to the next level.
We have an uncompromising
range of true to life, hand-made
finishes in over 90 marble,
granite and high gloss sparkle
colour options. Hand crafted
from the highest quality stone
resin in the UK, each item is
painstakingly manufactured to
order in a breathtaking array of
colours and finishes.
True to life marble and granite
finishes, that have all the beauty
of the natural product, but are

exceedingly stain resistant, non
porous, do not watermark and
are easy to clean.
This brochure presents just a
selection of what Versital can
offer, and we are excited to start
you on your journey to creating
fabulous, design-led bathrooms
which exceed your expectations.
Our team await your call to help
you take the next step.
Telephone: 01204 380 780
Email: sales@versital.co.uk
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Case Study

Walk-in Wet Room Shower in
‘Sandstone’ Granite
Overview
Large family bathroom with a walk-in shower complete
with built in seat. Ideal and simple solution for wet room
look without the need for tanking or tiling. Shower area
created using a large bespoke shower tray and granite style
shower panels. Matching vanity top also from Versital.
All in finish ‘Sandstone’ – a beautiful hand marbled
cream and brown with a granite twist.

2 Stone resin shower panels

In depth
1 Bespoke shower tray
Made to custom size with shape for
a built in seat. Ready to install. Waste
position can also be specified.
2 Stone resin shower panels
Made to measure stone resin shower
panel – no seams or joints for a clean
modern finish. No grout required.
Matching finish to shower tray for
wet room look.

1 Bespoke shower tray

3 Vanity top
Made to order. Stain resistant
and easy to clean.

3 Vanity top
2
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Case Study

3 Seat

Multi-generational Bathroom
with Easy Access Shower
Overview
Large family bathroom with the main feature
being an easy access walk-in shower, complete
with built in seat and discreet safety
handles. The bathroom needed to be
suitable for three generations to use,
including two family members with
disabilities, but it was important
to the client that it also didn’t
look like a purely functional room.
Utilising Versital for a bespoke shower
tray and shower panels, the designer was
able to create a beautiful bathroom that was
easy to use and access. Beautiful yet functional.

2 Marble finish shower panel

In depth
1 Large bespoke shower tray
Made to custom size and shape. Inset within the floor
to create a flush fit for wheelchair access. Copper
Sparkle finish ‘Coco Loco’ from the Reflect range.

1 Large bespoke shower tray

4 Dado finishing strips

2 Marble finish shower panel
Made to measure for easy installation. ‘Botticino’
marble from the Creams colour palette.
3 Seat
Created from top product with profile 1 edge
detail, or ‘Bullnose’ edge. Also in ‘Coco Loco’.
4 Dado finishing strips
Available in 3 metre lengths and range widths.
Available in full range of colour options. ‘Coco
Loco’ shown again.
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Case Study

Master En-suite in Grey Granite
Overview
Master en-suite granite style bathroom with large walkin separate shower. Seamless and easy to clean shower
area created using waterproof stone resin shower panels
from Versital in ‘Gritstone’ - grey granite finish. Unlike real
granite, Versital does not require treating, and is completely
waterproof, non porous and extremely stain resistant.
No grout used at all with Versital panels for an easy to
clean beautiful and seamless shower area. Panels can be
ordered to custom sizes for easy installation. Bespoke
shower tray used to create a large shower area. ‘Gritstone’
grey marbled granite finish used throughout.

2 Granite style shower panel in ‘Gritstone’

In depth
1 Large bespoke shower tray
Made to custom size and shape. Standard size
options also available in the full range of colour
options.
2 Granite style shower panel in ‘Gritstone’
Made to measure for easy installation.

3 Splash back panels

3 Splash back panels
Fitted to the back of the sink and
toilet area – seamless finish.

1 Large bespoke shower tray
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Case Study

Coffee and Cream Luxury
Sparkle En-Suite
Overview
Luxury en-suite bathroom featuring Versital surfaces
throughout. Beautiful design using warm creamy brown
marble and copper tones. Marble finish ‘Coffee Cream’ used
for a seamless shower area featuring made to measure
shower panels from Versital. A custom shower tray in
copper sparkle ‘Coco Loco’ is the perfect complement.

3 Shower and bathroom panels

Basin area includes a bespoke vanity top and
splash back panels, also in ‘Coffee cream’.
A fabulous designer gold tap has been used to finish
the sink area and bring the colours together.

In depth
1 Bespoke shower tray
Large bespoke shower tray made to custom
size and shape. Standard size options also
available in the full range of colour options.
2 Vanity top
Complete with integral splash back and
under mounted ceramic basin. Available
with basin complete.

1 Bespoke shower tray

3 Shower and bathroom panels
Made to measure panels seamless and joint
less for easy installation and a clean finish.

2 Vanity top
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Case Study

Copper and Cream
Sparkle Bathroom
Overview
2 Vanity top

Master bathroom with built in bath and
custom made cabinet under lit with LED’s.
Surfaces and floor throughout by
Versital. Custom made vanity top
made to suit bespoke cabinet
by other vendors. Supplied
with undermounted ceramic
basin pre-installed and ready to
fit. Shower and wall panels in sparkle
finish ‘Ivory Pearl’ from the Reflect range.

1 Shower panels

Bath deck made in one piece to surround built
in bath for seamless appearance. Floor slabs
throughout in mixture of ‘Coco Loco’ and ‘Ivory Pearl’.
Bespoke shower tray of over 2 metres in
‘Coco Loco’ copper sparkle used to create
a large walk in wet room style shower.

In depth
1 Shower panels
Over 2 metres long in ‘Coco Loco’ copper sparkle.
Anti-slip finish included in trays as a standard.

3 Shower and bathroom panels
4 Floor slabs

2 Vanity top
Complete with under mounted ceramic basin and
polished rim. Available with basin complete.
3 Shower and bathroom panels
Made to measure panels seamless and joint-less
for easy installation and a clean finish.
4 Floor slabs
Available in pieces up to 2900 x 1100mm.
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Case Study

Classic Carrara Style
Marble and Granite
Overview
Master bathroom with large cubicle
shower and built in bath.
Large cubicle shower with built in seat –
created using a custom made shower
tray to designer’s specifications
and to template supplied. Seat
made to specification using
vanity top product for a matching
marble appearance. Shower fully
surrounded with marble style panels.
Bath built in using a bath deck – a granite
style slab made in one piece to a specific
shape and design from template supplied.
Dado in matching granite finish ‘Noire’ used
to surround door, sink area and as skirting.

2 Shower panels
3 Custom bath deck

In depth
1 Bespoke shower tray
Shaped to template in ‘Sicilian’
white Carrara style marble

4 Dado

1 Bespoke shower tray

2 Shower panels
Available up to 3 metres long, in ‘Sicilian’.
3 Custom bath deck
Available up to 3 metres in length. Made to
spec of template. Finish shown ‘Noire’.
4 Dado
Available in lengths of 3 metres and width of
50, 100 and 200mm. Ideal to surround doors,
as skirting and finishing strips.
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Case Study

Case Study

Wow Factor with Dazzling Silver
Overview
Grey’s take on a new lease of life with these dazzling
sparkling finishes from the ‘Reflect’ range in ‘Just
Silver’ and ‘Noire Reflect’. High impact and high
shine, the sparkle finishes give a fabulous
depth of colour, with the glitter being
built within the product and will not
become less vibrant over time.
Panels are not just for
showers. Here they are used
throughout the bathroom, to
surround walls, to clad the bath and
as a sink splashback. As well as creating
a striking look, they are also practical –
easy to clean, waterproof and extremely
stain resistant. They also don’t require grout.

2 Bathroom panels in ‘Just Silver’

Vanity top also in Versital in contrast to the silver
panels – made to order to suit the client’s cabinet
and cut on site using ordinary wood working tools.
Floor slabs finish the room in matching finish from Versital.

In depth

1 Vanity top in ‘Noire Reflect’

1 Vanity top in ‘Noire Reflect’
Made to order and cut on site by the client.
2 Bathroom panels in ‘Just Silver’
Available up to 3 metres long - can be
ordered to size, or in larger pieces to
be cut on site.
3 Floor slabs
Anti-slip textured finish available in the full
colour range. Available in pieces up to
2900 x 1100mm.
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3 Floor slabs
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Case Study

Space Maximizing Bathroom
Overview
This master bathroom makes the most of the available
space with a large fully enclosed shower cubicle complete
with two built in shower seats. A neutral modern colour
palette in white marble ‘Arabesque’ and black sparkle
‘Noire Reflect’ keep the bathroom light and bright.
A bespoke shower tray has been used to add interest and also
make the best use of the space, allowing seats to be built into
the shower area. The shower has a mixture of black sparkle and
white marble, with marble style panels used to fully enclose the
shower. The seat tops match the shower tray, also in Versital.
The sink area includes a large vanity top and built in sink to
match the rest of the bathroom, also in ‘Noire Reflect’.

In depth
1 Bespoke shower tray
Made to dimensions supplied by client.
Waste also in matching finish
‘Noire Reflect’.

2 Marble finish shower panel

2 Marble finish shower panel
Made to measure for easy installation.
White marble shown ‘Arabesque’. Panels
available up to 3 metres long.
3 Vanity top with integral basin
Range of integral basins available in oval
and square options, as well as under
mounted ceramic options.

3 Vanity top with integral basin

1 Bespoke shower tray
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Case Study

Case Study

Modern Feature
Shower Room
3 Vanity top in ‘Noire Reflect’

Overview
The main feature in this room is clearly the
shower, with it being purposely placed in the
centre. To keep the rest of the room water
free, a sleek shower screen surrounds
the custom made shower tray.
Shower panels in matching finish
‘Just Silver’ from Versital surround
the shower area and for a real spa feel,
the shower includes two built in seats.

1 Shower panels in ‘Just Silver’

The rest of the bathroom has been
kept clutter free with built in cabinetry
and a sleek matching vanity top from
Versital in ‘Noire Reflect’ with inset basin.

In depth
1 Shower panels in ‘Just Silver’
Supplied to preferred sizes ready to install.
2 Bespoke shower tray
Made to client’s specification – including
shape and waste position. Also in ‘Just Silver’.
3 Vanity top in ‘Noire Reflect’
Manufactured to clients chosen size and shape.
Inset basin clients own and installed on site.

2 Bespoke shower tray
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The Technical Bits

Versital surfaces are 100% non porous and stain resistant. They are easy to clean
and hand made in the UK from the highest quality stone resin. Create natural
looking marble and granite style bathrooms without the issues the natural product
can bring, such as staining easily and marking with use.
All products detailed are available in the full range of exclusive finishes in a range of
marble, granite and high sparkle options.
Products are fully finished, sealed and ready for installation. Can be cut and scribed
easily with ordinary wood working tools – so there is no need for masonry equipment.

All products are bespoke
and made to order.
Please contact us
directly for a quotation
on
01204 380780
or email
sales@versital.co.uk

High Quality Stone Resin Shower Trays

Bespoke Shower Trays

Individually manufactured shower trays from the highest
quality stone resin. Fully accredited anti-slip standing
area. Available in a large range of popular size options:

Bespoke trays are manufactured completely individually,
with the option to specify the precise size, shape and
even position of waste outlet.

Square & Oblong

Quadrant

Neo-Angle

760 x 760

800 x 800 55R

900 x 900

800 x 800

900 x 900 55R

1000 x 1000

900 x 800

900 x 800 55R

1220 x 910

900 x 900

1000 x 1000 55R

1400 x 900

1000 x 1000

1000 x 800 55R

1000 x 800

1200 x 800 55R

1000 x 900

1200 x 900 55R

Shower and Wall Panels

Vanity Tops

Manufactured to order to preferred sizes for ease of
installation. Available up to 3 metres in length.

Made to chosen size up to 3 metres long and
700mm wide. Choose your preferred edge detail from
the options shown. Other depths and edge profiles
available on request. Multiple bowl tops also available.
Please ask for further information or advice.

Panels can be cut or scribed for
a perfect fit using ordinary wood
working tools. No
need for masonry
equipment.

www.versital.co.uk/top

Panels can either be
butt jointed or used
in conjunction with
our corner trim
or dado product
to cover joints.
www.versital.co.uk/panel

The ‘Minima’ rimless shower tray is also available in these
options for a seamless appearance.
www.versital.co.uk/bespoketrays

1100 x 760
1100 x 800

Versital tops with Integral or
Undermounted Basins
Choice of shape and size - available with undermounted
ceramic basins pre fitted, or fully integral bowls cast
out as one piece. Choose from square or oval to suit
preferred cabinet style.
http://www.versital.co.uk/topwithbasin

1200 x 760
1200 x 800
1200 x 900

Edge Profile 2

Edge Profile 1

Available up to 3 metres in length – ideal for creating a
wetroom or large style shower, or to make the best of
the space available when it is at a premium.

Dado and Corner Trim
These finishing products can be used in conjunction
with the rest of Versital’s products including panels and
shower trays. Dado 3 metres long and available in a
range of widths.
Corner trim ideal to be used with Versital panels in
corner joints – up to 2.4 metres long. Also ideal used as
skirting, plinth and to complement the rest of Versitals
product range.
www.versital.co.uk/dado

1400 x 800

Skirting, Plinth & Dado

1400 x 900
1500 x 760

Floor Slabs

Made to order and designed to surround baths. Ideal
to surround built in baths, or as a platform for the bath
to sit upon. Up to 3 meters long and 20mm thick.

Manufactured to order. Each piece is hand made
and unique. Unlike traditional tiles, each floor
slab will be individual and slightly different from
its’ counterparts. Sizes available from 700 x
700mm up 2900 x 1100mm, and 15mm thick.

www.versital.co.uk/bathdeck

www.versital.co.uk/floor

Bath Decks

40, 70 or
100 mm

2400mm

1700 x 760

50, 100 or 200mm

1600 x 800

Corner Trim

0
30

18mm

0m

m

Versital Colour Range

Versital Colour Range

Blacks
Noire
Gunmetal

Noire Penny
Copper

Noire Reflect

Noire

Norvein

Jet Black 9017

Greys
Dove Grey

Dusk

Just Silver

Payette

Estromoz

Gloucester

Graphite

Gritstone

Hi Ho

Whites
Abaresque

Reds & Pinks

To see the full colour range
please visit our website
www.versital.co.uk

Violets

Blossom

Burgundy

Cherry Bomb

Dorothy

O’Hara

Perrino

Rose Stone

Rose

Rosso

Cabernet

Penthouse

Perlato
Penthouse

Shiraz

Very Berry

Blues
Carrara

NEW!

Glacier Pearl

Ice White

Greens
Cavella

Versital offer an extensive
range of natural looking marble
and granite finishes, as well as
an exclusive range of sparkle
surfaces ‘Reflect’. Our colours
are arranged by colour group for
ease of reference. Samples are
available from our website.

Mercury

Perlato

Sicilian

Pure white
9016

Yellow & Orange
Emerald Ice

Mint

Vertstone

Limone

Perlato Limone

Cirrus

Lagoon

Napoleon

Navy

Perlato Stratos

Stratstone

Turquoise
Reflect

Cabernet

Cherry Bomb

Coco Loco

Dorothy

Glacier Pearl

Hi Ho

Ivory Pearl

Just Silver

Lagoon

Noire Reflect

O’Hara

Shiraz

Tangoed

Turquoise
Reflect

Very Berry

Pure white
9016

Cream 1015

Storm Grey
7036

Slate 7043

Agate

Reflects
Tamarind

Creams & Browns
Almond

Amsterdam

Autumn Onyx

Bone

Botticino

Cappucino

Champagne

Coco Loco

Coffee Cream

Genache

Ingress

Ivory Pearl

Jade

Javari

Krokodil

Pebble

Royal Pavillion

Sandstone

Wenge

Tangoed

RALS
Jet Black 9017

